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WELCOME
Welcome to our Spring/Summer
2018 newsletter.
We’d like to thank everyone who has
contributed to this newsletter,
including Alex Murphy, our featured
fundraisers, Pankaj Sharma, and
Simon, our Leeds group co-ordinator.
We’d also like to give special thanks to
the family of Ella Rhodes.
We have a particular focus this month
on spasticity, so we’d like to thank
Physio Function for their time in
contributing to this.
More importantly though we want to
ensure that we can keep in touch with
you! New General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) mean that we
need your permission to continue to
hold your details, so please do have a
read of the GDPR section on page 19
and the inserted postcard, and then
confirm to us that you’d like to stay on
our database.
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questions or your own story with us get in
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The production of this newsletter was supported by a charitable donation from Ipsen
My smirch is a big grey blob that sits on my head making it feel
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Stroke Awareness Month

I joined Different Strokes in January this year, and a huge thank
you to all our trustees, staff, volunteers, beneficiaries and
supporters for making me feel so welcome.
This edition contains the inspirational story of Alex Murphy,
stroke survivor and Dancing on Ice Professional. However one
thing that has been apparent to me since joining Different
Strokes is how many inspirational people we work with.
This is demonstrated day in day out in so many different
ways - through stroke survivors supporting each other on our
facebook group, through our volunteers that facilitate our peer
support and exercise groups, and through stroke survivors and
other supporters undertaking fundraising events on our behalf,
such as the recent Orbit abseil.

My Milestone

I’m also very grateful for the help that we have had from
corporate, charitable and individual supporters. I’ve welcomed
the opportunity to talk at the Lions convention and at a
Sainsbury’s Logistics Fundraising day, both of whom have given
us significant support. I would also like to thank all our
numerous fundraisers, some of which are featured in this
edition. Your support is greatly appreciated to ensure that
Different Strokes can continue to provide the best possible
services for working age stroke survivors.

Update

Over the past couple of months I’ve been taking the opportunity
to visit a number of our groups, and will be looking to visit many
more during 2018. It’s been fantastic to see the range of
activities that we provide for stroke survivors, and I’ve loved
taking part in discussions, exercise classes, art classes and
tai chi, but more significant has been for me to see at first hand
the way that stroke survivors support each other through
meeting up and socialising on a regular basis – a perfect
example of peer support at its best.

Austin Willett
Strategic Business Manager
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spasticity edition

Ask The Expert
Lindsay Partlett
Neurological
Physiotherapist

Taheer Dhuliawala
Neurological
Physiotherapist

What is post stroke spasticity?
Post Stroke spasticity is caused by damage to an area of the
brain that controls voluntary movement. The damage
affects the delivery of messages from the nervous system to
the muscle and causes them to become tight and stiff. This
is called spasticity. Spasticity can make moving and
stretching the muscle more difficult. If left untreated this can
result in difficulty with daily activities such as washing,
dressing and eating. The degree to which post stroke
spasticity affects someone is individual to each person and it
can range from mild muscle stiffness to more severe painful
and uncontrolled muscle spasm. Spasticity generally affects
the arms, fingers or legs and you feel that you have less or
no control over the muscles that are affected.

How is spasticity diagnosed and who
do you get the diagnosis from?
Spasticity is usually diagnosed from having an
assessment with a Neurological consultant, General
Practitioner, Physiotherapist or Occupational therapist.
A physiotherapist will diagnose post stroke spasticity
with a physical assessment of your range of limb
motion; they may also check your reflexes. In some
cases, spasticity develops overtime. If you, or your
family or carers feel any prolonged abnormal muscle
stiffness you may wish to contact a professional with
knowledge of treating stroke patients.
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How can I treat it?
There are a wide variety of treatment options for
treating post stroke spasticity. In many cases, a
combination of treatment approaches is beneficial:
Hands on Neurological Physiotherapy – This may consist
of hands on mobilising and stretching techniques and work
to strengthen weaker muscles. Your Physiotherapist may
also give you exercises to do at home.
Pharmacological Management – Muscle relaxants and
Botulinum toxin injection therapy are available. Your
consultant or GP will discuss the options with you and can
refer to you to the spasticity clinic locally.

How can I treat it?

Aquatic Physiotherapy (Hydrotherapy) – Aquatic
Physiotherapy takes place in a warm hydrotherapy pool
with a qualified Aquatic Physiotherapist. The unique
properties of warm water can help improve movement of
stiff muscles and provide relaxation.
Splints and Orthotics – splinting can aid spasticity by
giving a low-grade stretch. This helps to preventing
shortening of muscles. When muscles shorten there is a
loss of range of movement which can prevent functional
and active movements. It is important that splints are
provided by a specialist. This will often be an
Occupational Therapist or a Physiotherapist. A poorly
fitting splint can cause damage to the joints.
Splints can also help with lower limb spasticity
management, for example where spasticity in your calf
muscle is evident a physiotherapist can assess you for
appropriate foot orthotics or liaise with your GP who can
refer you to an Orthotist. Splints can be used at rest and
in walking to prevent foot drop. For example, the
Turbomed by TalarMade is a dynamic splint that can
provide lift of the foot in walking, whilst allowing you
freedom to move at the ankle.
Continued overleaf...
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In Loving
Memory
Ask
The Expert

How can I treat it?

Electrical Stimulation - Low frequency electrical stimulations
can be applied to muscles to produce a movement response as
well as sensory input. Functional Electrical Stimulation or FES is
when the stimulation is applied in a functional activity, for
example walking or FES cycling. Electrical stimulation helps to
maintain muscle integrity and can help activate and strengthen
your weak muscles or to relax your spastic muscles. FES can
also be used during walking to give a similar effect to a splint or
orthotic and help lift the foot. A specialist assessment is
required to see if FES is suitable for you. There are many
different types of FES devices that can be used in walking, for
example, the Bioness L300 Go, Odstock Pace, Trulife WalkAide.

Read our information booklet on FES on our website at:

www.bit.ly/2LrCRDN

Would you like to be involved in the
future direction of Different Strokes?
We are currently looking to recruit new trustees,to
fulfil our mission of championing peer support for
younger stroke survivors and their supporters.

Ranj Parmer
Chair of Trustees

The role of the board of trustees is to provide strategic direction to the
Charity, and to ensure that the organisation is effectively governed and
compliant with all legal requirements. In practice the operations of the
charity are delegated to the Strategic Business Manager and his team of
staff, but it is vital that the board maintains a highly active role in ensuring
that our objectives are achieved.
Having had a stroke in 2009 I first got involved with Different Strokes in 2010 as a
group coordinator, launching the Southampton group with another new group
coordinator. Some time after this I was approached by Different Strokes to see if I
wanted to become a trustee of the charity. Initially I was a little concerned as I
wasn’t sure whether I could add value, but after some detailed discussion during
the interview I was successful and was appointed as a trustee shortly afterwards.
During my role as a trustee I have had the opportunity to be instrumental in
taking Different Strokes to the next level, aiming to ensure long term
sustainability.
Recently, I had the honour of becoming Chair of Different Strokes in
November 2017, and it has been a real pleasure to work with our
beneficiaries, supporters, and highly talented board and staff.
Core to our ethos is that we are a user led organisation; the majority of our
trustees are stroke survivors, some staff members are stroke survivors, and
most of our peer support and exercise groups are facilitated by stroke
survivors. We would therefore particularly like to hear from people who are
either stroke survivors themselves, or who have a close personal connection
to stroke.
Having been through a major reorganisation in the past 18 months we now
have a clear strategic direction for the next three years, so there couldn’t be
a better time to join Different Strokes!

If you’d like to get involved, or would like to have an initial informal
conversation please contact me at ranj.parmar@differentstrokes.co.uk
and I will arrange a convenient time to call.
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BAILEY'S STORY
"My name is Bailey and I am 15 years
old; when I was three years old I had a
stroke. Let’s jump back to 2005, I was
just three and my Mum and Dad had
just got married. Two weeks after they
got married we went on their honemoon
which doubled as a family holiday. We
went to Spain.
One day whilst on my Mum and Dad's
honeymoon, I started to feel tired and
unable to walk. Suddenly, the right side
of my face started to drop, I had lost all
movement and then I passed out.
After a few torturous days, I was flown
over to Great Ormand Street hospital,
where my family finally found out that
I'd had a stroke. I hardly remember
anything from this horrible time.
However, I look back on photos and
hear stories and I have flashbacks to
certain things.
I am now 15 years old and I have had my
personal struggles (don’t get me wrong!)
but I will never let this disability define
me.
Growing up, I did not fully understand
what had happened to me. In school, I
was clueless to why I could not run as
fast as everyone else, or why I had to
wear an arm and leg lycra sock. Due to
this confusion, I beat myself up
everyday because of the stroke. I hated
myself and envied all the children who I
would rather be.

When I got into secondary school, I had
developed some anxiety and found it
difficult to interact and find new friends.
I isolated myself. I did not realise that
there are people who understand. That’s
when I turned to my school pastoral
team and to Different Strokes.

"I will never let this
disability define me."
Once I knew that I was not alone, I came
out of my shell, and became my own
person and would not let anything get in
my way. Now I am accepting of myself
and the stroke, and I try to think positive
about the whole situation. And yes, I did
have a stroke, but why be sad about it
when I should be working towards
helping other children, who are going
through the same thing as me, to accept
themselves and to let them know they
are not alone."
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Resources for
Young Survivors

We are delighted to announce the launch of our resources
aimed specifically at teenage and young adult stroke
survivors.
In 2016 we held a teen workshop; during that workshop we
discussed what areas of life our young survivors found difficult
to navigate following their stroke. Based on this valuable
feedback we wanted to create resources aimed at
our younger members (13 – 25 years).
Since then our Family Support Officer, Genise, has been
working with our Teen Focus Group to develop these
resources. The first six of our fact sheets are now available on
our website and cover topics like school, learning to drive, guilt
and self-care. The subjects covered were very much regarded
as ‘hot topics’ and were identified as gaps in the information
that was provided for younger stroke survivors and their
families.
We have only just begun! Over the next few years we plan to
increase our resources for young stroke survivors and their
families. In fact, the funds being raised through our current
Sainsbury’s Logistics Charity of The Year partnership will be
earmarked to help us to grow and develop the services we
offer for survivors aged under 25.
We want to thank all the young people who have helped so far,
in sharing their stories, talking to us about their experiences
and by helping us to create these valuable resources.

You can find out more on our website
www.differentstrokes.co.uk
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The Ella Rhodes Memorial Fund
Last year we were contacted by the Rhodes family who
told us of their daughter Ella who sadly passed away
after suffering a major stroke in March 2017. Ella was a
supporter of Different Strokes and the Rhodes family
donated £5,120 in her memory. The Ella Rhodes fund
will be used to establish and support new Different
Strokes groups across the UK which will directly benefit
other younger stroke survivors.
Ella’s sister Lindsey told us a bit more about Ella:

Ella's fund is already
making an impact and
will provide
support for new
groups. These will
include:

Tipton
Manchester
Hereford
West-Kent
Totnes

“Ella danced like no one was watching! She was a
remarkable person and had such strength. Her
glass was always half full, never half empty and
she never said, “why me?” She was a great believer
that in life you should make the most of your time
for she too had suffered life changing experiences.
She taught us that the best things in life are the
people we love, the places we’ve been and the
memories we make along the way. She left us a
wealth of words and encouragement to be the best
we can be and not to waste a moment on things
that don’t make us happy. Her legacy was simply
that life is too short to plan for the future. “Life is
about today, so make it count!” she’d say. Treasure
the simplest of pleasures. She was quiet, thoughtful
and kind. She gave of her time because that is the
most precious thing we all have. She was never
afraid to say, “I love you”

Ella is survived by a partner (Francis), a sister (Lindsey), a niece & nephew (Honey
and Ethan) and her Mum and Dad. We are extremely grateful to the Rhodes family.
On behalf of us all at Different Strokes we are so humbled by this generous
donation which will benefit so many younger stroke survivors.
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Did You Know?
Different Strokes has a range of services that help stroke survivors and
their families feel more empowered to achieve an active recovery.
We have over 40 exercise and support groups around the UK that allow
users to share experiences and learn more about stroke by talking to
other stroke survivors in a group. Visit www.differentstrokes.co.uk to
find your nearest group.
Our supportive closed Facebook group allows stroke survivors and
family members to become more knowledgeable about their strokes,
get emotional support from other users and make online friendships.
You can acess free information and resources on our website at:
www.differentstrokes.co.uk/stroke-information
Our Pinterest site is the largest online stroke library in the UK and can
be viewed at uk.pinterest.com/diffstrokes

How You Can Get Involved...
Could you take leaflets to your GP surgery or local stroke unit?
Could you help to set up an exercise or support group in your
area, or volunteer for your existing group?
Could you share your story to offer a message of hope to other stroke
survivors?
Could you offer your skills to us as a volunteer?
Could you make a regular donation?
Could you nominate us for charity of the year at
your club or workplace?
Find out more: www.differentstrokes.co.uk
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ALEX'S STORY

"I WAS IN COMPLETE
DENIAL OF WHAT HAD
JUST HAPPENED."
"The minute I learned to walk,
my mother had me running around
the house in diapers and ice skates.
Skating has been, and always will be,
part of my identity. Instead of taking
a scholarship for college aged 18
I began traveling the world skating. I
was working with huge production
companies like Disney performing in
different countries on a weekly basis.
When I turned 24, I was working on a
cruise ship as a professional. I had
been onboard for 10 months. I
absolutely loved the show and was
excited as I only had 4 shows left
before I would be home with my family
in the US. I had performed HUNDREDS
of times by this point, never missing a
single performance in 6 years.
It was November 6th 2012 and I had
just finished the curtain call, I took my
final bow, and skated off the ice. I
walked to my seat backstage and
attempted to take my skates off. Being
that it was an ice rink, I figured my
right foot was numb from the coldness
and bent down to take my skates off.
My right hand wasn't working and I
couldn’t untie my skate. I took off my
costume and went to put it on the
costume rack, now in my tights and
underwear, attempting to hang it up. I
couldn’t move my arm high enough to
lift it onto the rack. I put it down, went
into the bathroom, and at that time
stared at myself in the mirror. I didn’t
know who I was. I started to bang my
right hand on the sink to see if I could
feel it. I couldn’t.

It was then that my castmate opened the
bathroom door to see what the
commotion was, spoke to me, but I could
not speak back. I was staring at him
blankly, face drooping, right-side fully
numb, and could not speak. He caught me
as I slowly started to fall and sat me
down, calling for the medical emergency
team. The entire cast rushed to find me
blankets, clothes, and take my skates off.
I still wasn’t speaking…
I was wheeled down in a wheelchair by
the medical team to the small hospital
ward on the ship. The team laid me down
and my heart rate went through the roof.
My blood pressure was so high, bordering
on the risk of having a heart attack, and I
was completely hyperventilating. Angelo
a choreographer and friend was with me
and spoke firmly to me, covered my eyes
with his hands, and told me to get control
of myself and start breathing deeply. It
worked, and at this point my heart rate
slowed and I was able to speak a few
words. A few minutes later, they sat me
up, and the blood clot to my brain
continued.
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I lost all speech, right side function
and felt like I couldn’t breathe. They
brought me to another room, gave me
a shot of Valium and I passed out for 3
hours.

The ship left me in the Canary Islands in
a neurological ward where not even one
person was under the age of 65. It was
the worst 9 days of my life. They poked,
prodded, and tested me for 9 days.

I woke up unable to talk and unable to
move my right side. I couldn’t read or
write and had zero forms of
communication with anyone. I was only
able to cry. The medical team drug
tested me, as they weren’t sure what
was wrong. How could an elite athlete
at 24 be showing symptoms of a
stroke? They didn’t believe it was
possible.

I understood the word “stroke”, but still
had no idea what it really meant. At 24, I
had no idea what a stroke was, what the
symptoms were, how it could have
happened to me.

Lucky for me, the Valium broke up the
blood clot in my brain - a complete
fluke. I still didn’t remember my
mother’s name, how to spell my own,
or who all my friends around me were.
It wasn't until another few hours later
that I screamed from the room “REST
ROOM, WASH YOUR HANDS!” The nurse
came in to see me reading the sign on
the toilet from my bed. Slowly things
started to come back.
I stayed in the hospital ward over night
as we cruised towards Tenerife. A
fellow cast mate accompanied me to
the hospital for an MRI. They all spoke
Spanish, and my slurred and broken
English was hard to understand for
them, so I had zero idea what was
going on.

" At 24, I had no idea
what a stroke was, "
After the MRI the one English speaking
doctor came back and said, “Well good
news is, we don’t think it is a brain
tumor or MS, but we need to do more
tests. There is shadowing on the brain.”
They rushed me back to the ship and
my cast helped me throw 9 months of
things into bags.

After lots of tests and my slow
improvement with reading and writing,
the company flew me to Miami to
undergo more tests. It was then
confirmed in Miami that it was a stroke.
It was on that morning I received a call
to tell me that I was going to be on the
Dutch version of “Dancing On Ice”. They
did the final test, a transoesophageal
echo, and found a hole in my heart. A
few days later, with a PFO confirming
the cause of the stroke, I had heart
surgery to put a device in my heart to
close the hole.
Less than 3 weeks post-op, I went off to
compete in the Dutch “Dancing On Ice”. I
was tired and physically not in the shape
I had been a month ago. It was almost
exactly three months to the day of my
stroke that we won the entire
competition!!

You can read more survivor stories on
our website: bit.ly/2KVww1Z
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The 6 months after my stroke were a
total whirlwind. Between the surgery
and winning the show, my life had
completely turned upside down. It
wasn't until my life slowed down
that I realised how drained I was. I
had constant “brain fog” and was
always tired. My skating wasn’t what
it had been pre-stroke. My reading
and writing ability wasn’t what it
used to be. I was highly emotional,
and my moods were all over the
place. I was in complete denial of
what had happened to me.
I realise now, 5 years later, that
those emotions were all a form of
PTSD from having such a horrific
trauma. I was in denial of what had
happened to my body and I was
almost angry with myself. I was
completely embarrassed and didn’t
want to talk to anyone about it.

" I’ve grown to love my
crooked smile. "
I hated the way people looked at me
when they found out. I hated the pity
they had for me because I was so
young. I hated the way my smile was
now crooked. So, I pretended like it
didn’t happen. I referred to it as “that
time I was sick”. This went on for a
few years before I realised it wasn’t
healthy. I started to reach out to
other stroke survivors. Just hearing
other people talk about their strokes
made mine seem real and normal. I
was so afraid of not being normal.
My job was in jeopardy anytime
management asked for medical
history to be able to perform. It still
is to this day. When people ask for it,
I still get anxious. I am otherwise
healthy now, but it still is a badge I
must wear.

I've become so good at my “elevator
pitch” I can now talk about my
stroke without getting flustered. But
it took years to finally wear that
badge as a 'Badge of Honour'.
Since doing Dancing On Ice this year,
I've received an unbelievable
response to my story. Not only has it
made me so grateful and realise how
lucky I am to still be able to do what I
love, but it has also touched me so
personally knowing that I might
inspire other stroke survivors to not
give up. The more stories I hear, the
more I realise how important it is to
share my own, not only for the
people out there suffering, but for
my own self-therapy too.
I can't emphasis enough how
important the support of a
community is. I have been so blessed
with family and friends around me,
but not everyone is part of this
special club or understands what it is
like to be us, so having those “stroke
friends” is so important.
I hope by sharing my story, and
letting people know that there is life
after stroke— maybe even a BETTER
life than you had imagined— that
they will be inspired to keep pushing
through their own rehab, be it
physical or emotional; because at
the end of the day, you can either
choose to be a victim or a survivor. I
choose the latter. And day by day,
lucky for me, I’ve grown to love my
crooked smile."
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Meet the Volunteer
Simon Kilner is a volunteer co-ordinator for
our peer support group in Central Leeds.
Why did you become a volunteer with DS?
I was originally a member of the group
following my own stroke. Our old co-ordinator
retired and I took the group over as we did not
want the group to fold.
Tell us about your group?
We have between 8 and 15 people coming every week aged between 25 and 60. We
meet on Friday afternoons at Armley Leisure Centre. The centre Is very supportive. It
is great being part of a lively complex. From 1:30pm we have Pilates (chair based) for
half an hour - which is very popular. Afterwards, people go to the gym or play
badminton or for the less energetic or able we can have tea in the cafe.
We have lots of socials in the summer, like going on day trips or barbecues and in
the winter we go out for meals. It is a very social group. We are planning a joint day
trip with another group this summer. Everybody in the group is important.
We have five volunteers and lots of people help with jobs like collecting subs and
organising speakers or days out and paperwork. We are tight-knit group but friendly
and welcoming, with a lot of banter.
What do you enjoy the most about volunteering?
Without doubt it would be the friendships that I have made.

Find out where your nearest group is on our website:

www.differentstrokes.co.uk/
what-we-do/find-a-support-group/
Find out more about starting a group up in
your area by emailing:

info@differentstrokes.co.uk
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Meet the Fundraisers!
Different Strokes would simply not exist without our fundraisers. We receive no
goverment funding so the income generated from events, nominations and
challenges enables us to continue supporting younger stroke survivors across the
UK. Here we introduce you to four of our fundraising heroes:

Thank you Helen White who raised £6,200 climbing Everest!
On 17th March Helen White boarded a plane to Nepal to
take on the greatest challenge of her lifetime. Helen selffunded the trip which lasted two weeks aiming to climb
17,500 feet whilst experiencing half the amount of
oxygen and with temperatures that reach as low as -15c.
Helen said:
" My partner Gavin had a couple of strokes 7 years ago. His life changed forever in the
space of 24 hours. Different Strokes changed things again. His fellow survivors picked
him up, supported him, understood him and helped him reclaim his life. Without
Different Strokes, he would not be the person he is today."

Long Eaton Rugby Club's Charity of The Season
Chris Smith has been involved with Long Eaton Rugby
Club for his entire life. His late father was one of the
first few players when the club was formed in May
1968 and Chris went on to play for the club. Thanks
to Chris for nominating Different Strokes to be LERFC
charity of the season earlier this year. Chris said:
"Following my stroke in September 2016 I found Different Strokes.
A work colleague ‘introduced’ me to Gavin Lambert (former DS Chair) who was so
supportive and helped me in many ways. When I learnt that LERFC wanted to adopt a
charity for their 50 year anniversary I wanted to put something back, raise the profile of
the charity and help financially.
I prepared a pitch for DS and we were succesful despite some strong competition from at
least four other charities. Since being adopted there has been a number of events
organised by the club to raise money such as raffles, cake sales, etc."
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Meet the Fundraisers!
Mary Robson Dance School Show Raises £550
Thank you to Alayna and mum Vanessa who
recently nominated Different Strokes to be the
recipient of ticket & raffle sales at the recent dance
show at Alayna’s dance school. Vanessa said:
“Part of Alayna’s rehabilitation has been to attend her
ballet and jazz classes. She was at Grade 7 before her stroke
but had to learn to walk and write again and is still working on jumping and turning.
Alayna received the cheque on stage from Mary Robson. It was a very emotional
presentation as it was not long after the show two years ago that Alayna had her
stroke. Mary provided huge support by coming along to Alayna’s patient conference
and observing her in physio and subsequently motivating her to progress and practice
using her left hand side! Alayna will take her RAD Grade 8 this summer all being well.
I’m so proud of Alayna, even more so that she has obtained a place to study medicine
in Edinburgh starting next year!”

Bobby Runs The Marathon for Different Strokes!
Thank you to Bobby Garland who ran the London
Marathon raising over £2,000 for Different Strokes.
Bobby ran with his wife Claire who was raising
money for her chosen charity the National Autistic
Society. Bobby was inspired to raise money for
Different Strokes after losing his Dad Stuart in 2017.
Stuart had a stroke 12 years prior so it is a cause
close to Bobby’s heart.

If you would like to become our next fundraising hero
contact our fundraising manager Jo on
jo.aurora@differentstrokes.co.uk or
call 0345 130 7172
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Charity Abseil Brings Together Survivors,
Fundraisers and our Corporate Supporters
On Sunday 8th April 32 brave contenders took on a huge
challenge, all in aid of Different Strokes. They set out to
abseil down The ArcelorMittal Orbit, which is the UK’s tallest
sculpture.
The day was overcast but that didn't dampen the spirit of
those taking part. Over half of those taking part were stroke
survivors or have a close personal connection to stroke.
The day was inspiring and emotional providing an opportunity for members of our
online support group to meet with peers who had supported them on their stroke
journey. We laughed, we cried and we even screamed!
Alongside our valiant survivors we welcomed a fantastic team of 12 from Sainsbury’s
Logistics Team, who are currently supporting Different Strokes as their charity of the
year. Sam Barnett from the Shire Park Depot fed back what an impact the day had on
them.
"It was great to take part in the event and chat to people involved in
the charity - both stroke survivors and the charity organisers. The day
really made you understand the value the charity was adding to
peoples' lives and the difference that large organisations such as DHL/
Sainsbury’s make to charities. I definitely felt I had achieved something
personally but more importantly made a difference to other people."
The abseil raised a fantastic £11,000! This will have such an impact on our small
charity. We would like to extend a HUGE thank you to all those who took part or
sponsored or supported those who did.

We are hoping to hold another abseil later this year.
If you or your workplace would like to get involved email:
jo.aurora@differentstrokes.co.uk

Watch a video of the day on our Youtube channel

bit.ly/2wZQDdv
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GDPR

Your Data, Your Choice

The new General Data Protection Regulations mean that we need your active
consent to hold your personal data. Your personal data includes your name
and contact details and we hold this information so that we can stay in
contact with you. Therefore, if you would like to receive future editions of this
newsletter by post, and/or would like to receive our monthly e-newsletter and
occasional information and requests for feedback by email, please let us
know as soon as possible.
To do this, please return the postcard enclosed in this issue with your contact
preferences, or email us at GDPR@differentstrokes.co.uk to confirm that
you would like to stay in touch with us.
Please note that:
Different Strokes will NEVER pass your personal data onto a third
party without your explicit consent
You can withdraw your consent for us holding your personal
information at any time
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Ask The Expert: Fatigue
Professor Pankaj Sharma
Consultant Neurologist & Professor of Neurology
One of the consequences of stroke, which is often
overlooked, is fatigue. This sense of ‘tiredness’ can be quite
profound and is usually not related to the size of the stroke.
Fatigue can affect up to 75% of patients with stroke. Its causes are not well
understood but are likely to be related to multiple reasons. However, what is well
recognised is that fatigue can be very disabling – as disabling as the stroke itself. It's
often called the ‘invisible handicap’.
Fatigue can often be linked with depression, although it is of course difficult to know
whether one leads to the other. Other potential associations with stroke related
fatigue include heart attack, diabetes and sleep disturbances. Again, the
mechanisms of how and why this occurs are not well understood but one possible
explanation may be that fatigue leads to an unhealthier lifestyle.
Its important to recognise its presence so that strategies can be put in place to
maximise recovery. Treatment effectiveness may improve if factors that are
worsening fatigue can be identified, e.g. use of antidepressant medication in those
patients who are affected by depression as well as fatigue. Exercise (both physical
and mental) has also been shown to improve fatigue. Finally, psychological support
including cognitive behaviour therapy can reduce the effects of fatigue and improve
its outcome.

Support with Fatigue
Join our Facebook support group
and share your experiences
bit.ly/2ssjsIr
Read our blog on post stroke
fatigue
bit.ly/2LuXqza
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Taking Part in Research
A Stroke Survivor Perspective

Taking part in stroke-related research can be a great way of using your own
experiences to help improve the quality of life for people affected by stroke. We
regularly signpost our members to studies who are looking for volunteers to see how
your experience of stroke can benefit others. If you are interested in finding out more,
please contact the specific researcher using the details provided on our website at:
www.differentstrokes.co.uk/stroke-information/take-part-research
Here are some quotes from members that have taken part:
“They were very friendly and supportive. The first part was a MRI Scan
then a series of tests on language and speaking.”

“I have taken part in a few that involve completing
questionnaires. I’m happy to do them if it helps to increase
knowledge of younger stroke.”

We also had some advice from one member about pros and cons for anyone
considering taking part:
Pros
Usually very interesting.
Get to talk with experts.
You may be able to get information about your stroke.
Sometimes you can receive a treatment that may be beneficial to you.
Travel costs are usually paid for.
You’re helping others.
Cons
Takes up your time.
You normally have to travel to get to them
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Having Botox to Treat Spasticity
Real Stroke Survivor Experiences
Botulinum toxin injection therapy is available to treat
spasticity. Your consultant or GP would have to
discuss the options with you and can refer to you to
the spasticity clinic locally. We asked members of our
Facebook group what their experiences have been of
using botox to treat spasticity.

" I get botox every few months and I think "it's the greatest thing
since sliced bread!", especially since it still works on me after about
five years. Remember, it's supposed to work in conjunction with
other medicine and physio therapy as well as exercises and maybe
massage, so check all that too." *

" I had botox every 12 weeks for 3 years in both my arm and leg.
The first year was definitely an improvement in my tone and with
exercise it made life so much more bearable. But slowly it didn't
seem to work as well. My Local NHS made the decision for me as to
if I could continue and unfortunately they withdrew the funding." *

" I have botox every few months, and it is amazing for stopping the
spasms (which are quite painful). However, I find that I lose all
power in my arm/hand." *

The Royal College of Physicians released guidelines on Spasticity in adults:
management using botulinum toxin in March 2018. These guidelines provide
recommendations for the treatment of adults with spasticity with botulinum toxin
(BoNT) as part of an overall patient management programme.
You can read more about this on their website: https://bit.ly/2x0p8k6
* Please note the opinions expressed are those of our Facebook group members and do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Different Strokes.
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Get In Touch

www.differentstrokes.co.uk

01908 317618
0345 130 7172

9 Canon Harnett Court,
Wolverton Mill,
Milton Keynes,
MK12 5NF

info@differentstrokes.co.uk
We receive no regular government funding to
run our valuable services.
Please support us today and set up a regular
monthly payment online at

www.differentstrokes.co.uk/fundraise/donate

Get Social
Private Group: differentstrokesuk
Public Page: differentstrokescharity

@diffstrokes

differentstrokescharity

uk.pinterest.com/diffstrokes

